Climate Strike Signs

One planet, one chance

Will we take a different path?

We are the children of the world

Maybe people from the future haven’t visited us because we don’t have one

Learn to change or learn to swim

I have seen smarter cabinets at Ikea

Cuida nuestra planet

Our parents die of age, our kids will die of climate change

We only have one home

As oceans rise so will we

Science is real

No climate apartheid

Green new deal

This is so bad, even introverts are here

Planet before profit

Corporate greed is killing the planet

There is no planet B

You can’t comb over climate change

Action now or swim later

Listen to the children
This is also a march for our lives

Remember the future

Out of school → onto the street → into the polls – Climate Justice

Trees R life

Our house is on fire, act now!

Poor BIPOC* will always be hit the hardest.  *Black/indigenous, people of color

Proud grandma of a climate striker

I’m afraid of climate change, not rules

Pollution is not the solution

Stop denying, start preparing

Go green before green goes

I love our planet

Save our future

Don’t frack with mother nature

Our earth, our problem

At this point my generation won’t get to be the future

Every day choices have worldwide consequences

This planet cannot sustain this system

What have you 2-legged idiots done?

Use less, feel more

The climate is changing, why aren’t we?